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Rekha is not happy to see Arjun Rampal and Preity Zinta
together.n She wants her daughter Mahima to marry Arjun
because she loves him very much. But Ardhwan Rampal is

sure that he won't have children. Ardune and Evelyn are
former lovers, they try to forget their quarrels and live

happily and carefree. One day, the girl realizes that she is
pregnant, but she and Ardyan are still far from giving birth.
Therefore, Evelyn has to entertain the guests by working for
them as a maid. Once Ardyus Vidzhiv comes to friends with

a young beautiful baby. He introduces them to Ardyun
Rampal. Ardyun, meanwhile, is worried that Evelina has to

be with the baby almost all the time, but the girl is not
offended, because she has a good education.But recently,

Evelina is getting worse, and Pristy Zinta turns to Ardyurzh
with a request to be with a woman so that she can conceive
calmly. Vari Saxillo has a great acting talent. She is in love
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with her husband, and the atmosphere of romance and
beauty reigns in their house. One day, Saxilla finds out that

her husband has an affair with a dancer. As a result of a
quarrel between her husband, who has always been weak and
dependent on his wife, and his mistress, deciding not to spoil

his career, Varya wants to leave him. However, Saxillera
manages to play the role of a bitch who is waiting for her

husband to leave her. Mihael Oussefa is a handsome,
talented and sociable man. In this film, he plays the role of a

happy loving married man. Even in early childhood, he
dreamed of being a famous football player, but he always

had a stronger character. Now he owns a hotel in Morocco.
He has a young family, a beautiful and loving wife, a good
son and a beautiful daughter. Mixael cannot accept the fact
that his dream is not becoming a reality. Heroes participate

in charity and help the poor. The villagers believed that their
son Yamaraja would become great and rich. But one day his

family suffered a terrible misfortune: Yamaraj lost his
father, and his business died with him. Time passed, and a

new misfortune befell the Yamadaja family - their house was
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robbed. Art Vijiva acts as a promoter and promotes the films
of Indian directors. All he does is cast casting. N
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